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DRAWN TO ABSTRACTION
Krista Berga – Daniel Mafe – Judith Wright
17 FEB – 23 MAR 2011
Abstraction takes many expressions, and to open the art year, Jan Manton Art has invited three Brisbane 
artists whose practices – ranging from works on paper, painting and 3D – all pull meaning out of 
abstraction to make works that will undoubtedly cause a breadth of responses.
For further information please call the gallery on +61 7 3831 3060 or visit www.janmantonart.com
KRISTA BERGA’s sculptures challenge ideas of the human figure. Initially drawn, the bronzes have 
been cast from ceramic. They exude sexuality, albeit a deformed and shadowy one that reflects the 
imperfections and the pain, but also the sensual nature of the human condition. Berga’s work bears 
witness to a darker side of the psyche through her learned analysis of emotions and limitations of who 
we are. The intense and contorted pieces acting as vehicles of a powerful and aching openness. Berga’s 
work leaves traces of passion and frailty that linger well after their viewing.
My Warsaw Isn’t Your Warsaw
releasing editions 3/9, 4/9 & 5/9 
bronze 
45 x 30 x 22cm approx. 
$9,000
One Day I Will Strike Birds From The Sky II
releasing editions 2/9, 3/9 & 4/9 
bronze 
40 x 24 x 18cm approx. 
$7,500
One Day I Will Strike Birds From The Sky II
releasing editions 2/9, 3/9 & 4/9 
bronze 
40 x 24 x 18cm approx. 
$7,500
One Day I Will Strike Birds From The Sky II
releasing editions 2/9, 3/9 & 4/9 
bronze 
40 x 24 x 18cm approx. 
$7,500
Let It Come Down II
oil on canvas 
30 x 25cm 
$2,500
Let It Come Down III
oil on canvas 
27.5 x 27.5cm 
$2,500
Let It Come Down III
oil on canvas 
27.5 x 27.5cm 
$2,500
For My Other
19 pages, ink on paper 
unframed/unboxed 
130 x 120cm 
$2,700
DANIEL MAFE’s paintings seem to be in a state of unrest, their ambiguity bit by bit delivering meaning, 
then withdrawing it. Mafe’s use of abstraction is the result of years spent delving into in the process of 
painting: picturing, taking apart and reassembling the works to eventually create fluid, shifting works. 
The tension lies in the thin fissure of what we might want them to be and what they may be. The layers 
of paint, some controlled, others loose, offer no firm hold and each exposure to the work brings a new 
impression that dissipates again, a state of flux.
Untitled #1
acrylic on canvas 
200 x 150cm 
$12,500
Untitled #2
acrylic on canvas 
121.5 x 91.5cm 
$4,500
Untitled #3
acrylic on canvas 
86 x 71cm 
$3,500
JUDITH WRIGHT’s background as a dancer has informed a practice where movement and abstraction 
come together to produce works that are pared down yet dense and extraordinarily textured. Painted on 
Japanese paper in wax and acrylic, the skin-like works ooze vulnerability and strength simultaneously. 
It is this duality and the balance Wright achieves with a simple palette and uncomplicated forms, that 
complex mixture of precarious and solid that makes Wright’s works mesmeric.
Between
acrylic and wax on Japanese paper 
200 x 200cm 
$8,800
Desire # 3
acrylic and wax on Japanese paper 
100 x 100cm 
$3,850
Desire # 2
acrylic and wax on Japanese paper 
100 x 100cm 
$3,850
Desire # 3
acrylic and wax on Japanese paper 
100 x 100cm 
$3,850
Desire # 4
acrylic and wax on Japanese paper 
100 x 100cm 
$3,850
